Utility & Prep Sink Assembly Instructions

Unpack and check to make sure all contents are complete. Please follow the steps and instructions below.

1. Turn the sink back
Place the carton top underneath for padding to avoid scratching.

2. Assembly four legs
Insert H shape legs into the leg sockets, then fasten the allen screws. The screws must be tightened.

3. All four legs can be adjusted for surfaces that aren’t completely level. Rotate the plastic foot pad to compensate for differences in floor surface.

4. Turn the sink back, and continue to install drain basket.

Sink (1)
H Shape Legs (2)
Drain Basket (1)
Faucet (1)*
Allen Screws (8)
Allen Wrench (1)

*Following Models Include
SCSN1491NI+F-806
SCSN18181NI+F-808
SCSN9281NI+F-810
5. Drain Basket Installation
The drain basket (#1 strainer and #2 strainer body) goes on the inside of the sink and the #3 rubber washer, #4 paper gasket, #5 lock nut, and #6 pipe joint are under the sink. The #3 rubber washer seals the sink from below. As the #5 lock nut is tightened, it squeezes the lower part of the basket assembly towards the bottom of the sink. Attach drainpipe (not included) to #2 strainer body using #6 pipe joint. After drain basket is installed, the sink installation is complete.

6. Faucet Installation
1. Turn off water supply.
2. Flush lines.
3. Apply Teflon tape or pipe joint compound to threads of pipe nipples.
4. Insert pipe nipples through backsplash.
5. Place washer onto pipe nipples on back side of backsplash.
6. Follow washer with nut and sung firmly against backsplash.
7. On front side of backsplash, thread #4 coupling nuts onto pipe nipples. (Do not tighten at this time.)
8. Adjust coupling nuts to mate with male threads of #1 faucet body.
10. Again, using crescent wrench, tighten #4 coupling nuts to #1 faucet body.
11. Insert #2 spout into #1 faucet body. Using crescent wrench, tighten #3 spout nut onto threads of #1 faucet body.
12. Turn on water supply and check for leaks.
13. Remove aerator and flush lines for 1 to 2 minutes. Note: An mounting kit (nipples, brass elbows and flanged nuts) might be required for setup (not included).